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SUMMARY 
In this note we generalize the statistic proposed by Andrews and Pregibon 
(1978) to include the case where the influence of a group of data points on a 
specified subset of linear contrasts in the regression parameters is of 
interest, rather than on the estimate of the whole parameter vector. In the 
development we show that the Andrews-Pregibon statistic is invariant under a 
reparametrization of the underlying linear model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With respect to the well known linear regression model 
y-= X/3 + e; (1.1) 
Andrews and Pregibon (1978), to "find the outliers that matter", proposed the 
statistic 
R (_k_) , , iJ ... - lx2x2 l/lx1x11 (1.2) 
where x1 - [X:y], x2 = [X:D:y] and D = [ui:uj: ... ] with ui the i-th unit 
vector. The influence of the k observations yi, yj, ... on the least squares 
estimate of f3 is measured by (1.2). "Small values of R~~) are associated 1J ... 
with deviant and/or influential observations." (Andrews and Pregibon, 1978). 
The diagnostic is applicable in linear regression contexts, but its 
distributional properties are associated with an assumption of multivariate 
normality. A succinct discussion is given in Cook and Weisberg (1982, pp 160-
161). In this note we modify and generalize the approach to include the case 
where the influence of a group of data points on a specified subset of linear 
combinations of the regression parameters is of interest, rather than on the 
estimate of the whole parameter vector f3 or the entire vector of means X{J. A 
similar generalization of an influence measure proposed by Cook (1977), was 
given by Cook (1979) and Cook and Weisberg (1982, pp. 124-126). In the 
development, we show that R~~) is invariant under a rank preserving 1J ... 
reparametrization of the underlying linear model, and thus R~k) can be 1j ... 
defined using determinants as in (1.2) even if the design matrix X in (1.1) is 
not of full rank. 
2. INVARIANCE OF THE AP-STATISTIC 
Draper and John (1981) show that R~k) as in (1.2) can be written as 1.j ... 
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R~~) = (1 - Qk/RSS)IIk - R22I l.J ••• (2.1) 
where Qk is the "outlier sum of squares" of Gentleman and Wilk (1975) 
corresponding to the k observations y., y., ... , RSS is the residual sum of 
l. J 
squares in the linear model (1.1) and R22 is a kxk submatrix of 
(2.2) 
where the k observations y., y., ... are rearranged so as to form the last k 
l. J 
observations in (1.1). We note that (2.1) is defined whether or not Xis of 
full rank. Thus R(k) can always be defined using the representation (2.1), ij ... 
even if Xis not of full rank. Now let 
y = X*P* + e = XUTP + e (2.3) 
be any rank preserving reparametrization of (1.1), i.e. X* = XU has the same 
rank as X, P* = TP and XUTP = xp for all p. Clearly, since estimated 
residuals are invariant under a rank preserving reparametrization of the model 
(see e.g. Pringle and Rayner, 1971), the term (1 - Qk/RSS) in (2.1) is 
identical under the models (1.1) and (2.3), respectively. Further, since X 
and X* - XU have the same rank, their column vectors span the same column 
space C(X) - C(X*), and thus R - X(X'X)-X' - X*(X*'X*)-X*' = R*, which follows 
from the fact that both Rand R* are the orthogonal projections onto C(X) = 
C(X*) along C(X)L - C(X*)L. With R22 - R*22 we have shown that R~~) is l.J ••• 
invariant under a rank preserving reparametrization of the underlying linear 
model. 
Now, for any full rank reparametrization of (1.1) if Xis not of full 
rank, Rl~) can be defined using determinants as Rl~~-- - IXt'Xtl/lX,'X'I, 
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where Xt = [X*:y], Xl - [X*:D:y] and X* - XU is of full column rank. 
3. LINEAR CONTRASTS 
To measure the influence of a group of data points on the least-squares 
I\ 
estimate L'P of a subset of estimable linear combinations L'P of p we propose 
the statistic 
(k) , , 
Rij ... (L) - IL2L2I/IL1L1I (3.1) 
-1 -1 
where L1 = [X(X'X) L:y] and L2 - [X(X'X) L:D:y]. 
We note that from the invariance of Ri(~) under a reparametrization, we J ... 
have that Ri!~ .. (L) is invariant over all matrix representations of the subset 
of linear contrasts in question, i.e. Ri!~ .. (L) = Ri!~ .. (L*) where L* = LB for 
some nonsingular B, or equivalently where C(L) = C(L*). 
Considering the extreme case of all linear contrasts of p we may take L-I, 
or L - X'X, thus obtaining Ri!~ .. (I)= Ri!~ .. (X'X) = Rf!~ .. ' where Rf!~ .. is 
from (1.2). Thus the definition (3.1) is consistent with (1.2). The special 
choice of the statistic R~~) (L) as in (3.1) can be motivated as follows: l.J ... 
Suppose Xis orthogonal or equivalently X'X = I. Then clearly the influence 
I\ 
of a group of observations on the least-squares estimate p1 of the subset of 
, , , 
parameters p1 (say) of p - [p1 ;p2] can be determined by 
R(k) ( 
ij ... 
0 
I ) -
, 
I [ x1 : Y l [ xl : Y l I 
I 
l[Xl:D:y] [Xl:D:y] I 
(3.2) 
I I I 
where X - [X1 :x2 ] is partitioned conformably with P · - [p1 : p2] . This follows 
directly from the fact that each parameter subvector is estimated 
independently from the other due to the orthogonality of X. 
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Similarly, with orthogonal X, for any subset L of linear contrasts L'P of P 
Ri!~ .. (L) .... I [XL:y], [XL:y] Ill [XL:D:y], [XL:D:y] I (3.3). 
-1 This definition is consistent with (3.1) since X'X .... (X'X) = I. 
-1/2 Now, for any X of full r~nk we observe that X(X'X) is an orthogonal 
matrix and thus in the reparametrized model y .... X*P* + e, where 
X* = X(X'X)-l/2 , P* = (X'X) 112p the statistic Ri!~ .. (L*) can be defined and 
motivated as in (3.3) for any set of linear contrasts L*'P* of P*· 
Rephrasing the problem in the original coordinates yields then the 
definition of R~~) (L) as in (3.1). 1J ... 
4. APPLICATIONS 
If R(k) (L) is factorized in the manner of (2.1), then the second term ij ... 
IIk - Rii)lis of special interest, giving the "potential" influence of the 
observations yi, yj, ... on the estimate L'P of L'P. R(L) denotes the "R-
matrix" corresponding to the "design matrix" X(L) - X(X'X)- 1L, i.e. the 
orthogonal projection onto C(X(L)). When in the partitioned linear model 
Y = IX1:X2l [::] + e (4.1) 
tests show that the variables x2 are insignificant, then the model (4.1) is 
usually reduced to the model 
(4.2) 
The set of influential observations under the models (4.1) and (4.2), 
respectively, may differ considerably. 
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When, for example, an observation y. 
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is not detected as influential under (4.1) but influential under (4.2), then 
" the question might be of interest whether yi was influential at least on p1 
under (4.1). In other words, the question might be of interest whether yi 
became influential because of the reduction of the model, or whether y. was 
]. 
" 
already influential on the estimate p1 corresponding to the significant 
variables x1 in the full model (4.1), which influence was only obscured by a 
" relatively low influence on the estimate p2 corresponding to the insignificant 
or "unimportant" variables x2 in the model. 
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